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1 PROGRAM NOTES

Stir bugs is an exploration of live algorithmic control in corpus-based performance. A community of computational
agents conned to a two-dimensional square prison cell is live-coded into collective madness.

Agents are controlled by simple code functions that dene navigation in a terrain made of a collection of electronic
noise samples. Each agent is also associated with a sound playback/synthesis function. The performance embraces the
complexity emerging from quickly coding a multiplicity of behaviours in a shared sonic space.

2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

In previous work [3] a framework for the visualization of sound collections was presented, including an implementation
in the SuperCollider language1. This allows for representing a sound corpus as a 2D grid which is computed through
audio analysis and dimensionality reduction. Each individual sound is represented as an icon which shows the temporal
evolution of loudness and spectral centroid. The visualization can then be used for corpus-based composition and
performance [4].

One way to navigate the corpus is by using live coded articial agents. This approach, inspired by agent-based
modelling [1, 5], can be described as agent-based music live coding (ABMLC). The conceptual model and implementation
are explained in more detail in [2]. Each agent is dened by a short code snippet which controls the position in the
visualization. Several functions, such as patterns, lines, random walks and orbits are explored. The visual animation
improves the readability of the performance with respect to the raw code.

Mob2 is a bespoke live coding environment written in SuperCollider, which allows live coding of visual agents on a
2D surface. The terrain (data available to agents in the shared space) may be generated in dierent ways, including the
visualization of a sound corpus. Each agent is live-coded through its corresponding text box in plain SuperCollider
language. An agent is also associated with one of several synth denitions which have been coded in advance. In
addition to the position and the buer of the sound associated with it, synths receive an amplitude parameter which is
controlled through a hardware MIDI slider. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the interface. A random colour is associated
with each agent, which is used both in the plot and in the code editor tab.

1https://github.com/ucoma/FluidCorpusMap2
2https://github.com/g-roma/Mob
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2 Gerard Roma

In Stir bugs, this system is used to explore the continuum between repetitive and random structures. The corpus was
created through experimentation with a small hardware modular sound processor. The musical form is improvised
through live coding, but familiarity with the sound corpus and its visualisation provides the performer with some
leverage in the negotiation with the emerging collective articial agency.

Fig. 1. Mob user interface

3 PERFORMANCE NOTES

The performance is expected to last 12-15 minutes and will be presented remotely as an audio-visual solo live coding
improvisation using Mob.
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